Various optical nonlinearities are examined from the viewpoint of applications to all-optical ultrafast optical switching elements (OSEs). It is pointed out that optical nonlinearities in the usual configurations, in which the pump and signal photon energies are both close to the band gap energy, do nol satisfy some basic requirements for the nonlinear materials for the ultrafast OSEs. A general configuration, the two-photon-absorption-free inverse Raman process, is suggested as an possible configuration which satisfies all the basic requirements.
Introduction and summary
There are two possibilities of applications of optical nonlinearities to all-optical signal processingsl).
One is parallel processors composed of optical switching elements (OSEs) with a slow responce time ( 2) The intrinsic responce time r; of the optical nonlinearity should be subpicosecond , i.e., r; 1Lps.
3) To get a sufficient modulation depth of the order of L00 To, y@)JoLf nrn)," ) 10-5, where X(3) by the pump light are forbidden by some selection rule(s). Here, t'some selection rule(s)" means any of the energy conservation, the parity selection rule, the angular momentum conservation, and so on. In this configuration, we can obtain large X(s) due to the triple resonance, without suferring from any absorption of the pump photons (except for simultaneous absorption of the pump and signal photons discussed below). The most resonant term of 1 (3) is given by | (B lPi l,4) l' l(al4 lg) l' dp:tlo)* o[')tr. (5) ..,(?). _ TJJT (A" -tTe)z(A" + Ae -fla)' This X (3) is enhanced over the bulk crystal by many orders of magnitude, as demonstrated in an example given below. We can therefore achieve a triplyresonant large X(3) without generating real excitations, by appropriately taking Ao and A".
Many experiments on inverse Raman scattering processes which coincide with the above configuration were already performed. Most of them, however, were performed as a tool of nonlinear spectroscopy. The first basic experiment of photonic switching on the order of 1-ps in the above configuration has been reported only very recently by Kuwata et a1.,12) using the exciton and biexciton levels in CuCl as states 1.4) and lB), respectively. Unfortunately, however, CuCl does not satisfy condition 1-, because both the exciton and biexciton in CuCl are unstable at room temperature. Therefore, our task is to find systems posessing discete levels l,a) and lB) (they needs to be discrete states in order to utilize resonance) which are not only in the TPA-free inverse Raman configuration but also stable at room temperture. We will point out in the following section that among many optical nonlinearities so far reported the optical QCSE (quantum confined Stark effect) found by Frtirich et al.3) is the only one which satisfies all of conditions 1-5. 5. 
